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Mercedes Homework Review

• 7th grade, Connected Mathematics

• Teacher is going over homework, which consists of  integer operations 
problems (-8+-2)

• Class has not yet gotten to subtracting negatives (!)

• To ask about the video:
• What is Mercedes doing to learn about student thinking?

• How does Mercedes use students’ thinking?



Mercedes Homework Review



Teachers’ Knowledge of  Students

• Shulman mentions twice (!)
• PCK contains knowledge of  student misconceptions 
• Separate category titled “knowledge of  learners and their characteristics”

• Hypothesized that this teacher-level construct shapes practice
• In noticing and managing students’ thinking in real time
• In designing remediation or extensions of  instruction
• In grouping students
• In surfacing common student misconceptions or inefficiencies

• And also shapes student outcomes



Prior Research: Measurement Techniques

• Knowledge of  student thinking
• E.g., frequently used student strategies, typical developmental pathways, common misconceptions

• Multiple measurement techniques (open-ended items, multiple choice)

• Modest reliabilities

• Judgment accuracy
• Teachers’ knowledge of  how THEIR students will perform on an assessment

• Teachers anticipate how single students would perform on test items, how class would perform overall

• ?? Teacher-level reliabilities 



Prior Research: 
Links to Classroom Practice

• Knowledge of  students
• Peterson et al. (1989): More knowledge of  student strategies       more questioning and 

listening to students (observational study)

• Baumert et al. (2010): More PCK      stronger cognitive activation and individual 
learning support (self-report)

• Accuracy
• ?



Prior Research: 
Links to Student Outcomes

• Knowledge of  students
• Carpenter et al (1989): knowledge of  student strategies NOT linked to student test 

performance

• Sadler et al (2013): High-achieving students, high-performing teachers in content knowledge 
(CK) and KOS do better than high-performing students of  teachers with CK only

• Judgment accuracy
• Helmke & Schrader (1987): Yes, but contingent

• Carpenter: Yes, but again interactive with other variables



Why further study?

• Important that knowledge of  students performs as expected by theory
• Aspect of  professional knowledge for teaching

• Can be improved via intervention

• Frequent target of  intervention



Why Further Study?

• But:
• Results vary with regard to student outcomes

• Accuracy not mapped to instructional practice

• Prior studies use few student- or teacher-level controls (like content knowledge, 
different types of  teacher knowledge of  students)



Research Questions

• Can we measure teachers’ knowledge of  student performance with some 
degree of  confidence?

• What, if  anything, do teachers with strong knowledge of  students do 
differently in classrooms?

• Does teachers’ knowledge of  students correlate with student outcomes?
• Coda: What happens in the U.S. when we try to improve knowledge of  students?



Measuring Knowledge of  Students

• Chose to measure knowledge of  student misconceptions
• Builds upon Sadler et al. (2013)

• Also chose a modified measure of  judgment accuracy
• Item by item, whole-class performance, rather than student by student



Judgment 
accuracy

Knowledge of  
Student 

Misconception 
(KOSM)



Two measures

• Judgment accuracy
• Difference between predicted correct 

response vs. actual response for each 
item (%)

• Aggregated to classroom level in a 
HLM

• “Average difference” with some error 
removed

• Represents teachers’ knowledge of  their 
students’ mastery of  test items

• Knowledge of  student misconceptions 
(KOSM)

• Matches between teachers’ answer to 
“most common incorrect answer” and 
real most common incorrect answer 
across entire dataset

• IRT scored
• Represents teachers’ knowledge of  

common misconceptions for this 
particular assessment



Sample & Data Collection

• 284 teachers
• Four U.S. districts
• Three years of  teacher questionnaires

• Reduces burden

• Also allows us to test stability

• KOSM: 21 (fourth grade) or 22 (fifth grade) items
• Accuracy: 37 items



Controls

• Usual student controls – prior test scores, demographics (at the student and 
classroom levels)

• Teachers’ knowledge of  content – combined Mathematical Knowledge for 
Teaching and MA teacher licensure assessments



How well did we 
measure teachers? Accuracy 

(ICC)
KOSM
(IRT)

4th 0.74
5th 0.72

Recall: We hypothesized that 
judgment accuracy and 

KOSM are teacher-level traits

Reliability



How well did we 
measure teachers? Accuracy 

(ICC)
KOSM 
(IRT)

4th 0.74 0.21
5th 0.72 0.40

Recall: We hypothesized that 
judgment accuracy and 

KOSM are teacher-level traits

Reliability



How well did we 
measure teachers? Accuracy KOSM

4th 0.29 0.22
5th 0.53 0.26

Recall: We hypothesized that 
judgment accuracy and 

KOSM are teacher-level traits

Year-to-Year Correlations



Relationship Between Key 
Teacher Knowledge 

Constructs

* P < 0.05
** P < 0.01

KOSM MKT/
MTEL

Accuracy 0.098 ∗∗ 0.245 ∗∗
KOSM 0.13 ∗

• Weak relationship between 
accuracy and KOSM

• Moderate between accuracy 
and content knowledge

• Relatively weak between 
content knowledge and 
KOSM



Knowledge and Practice

• Measured teacher’ practice using video observations (3-9), scored on the 
Mathematical Quality of  Instruction instrument

• Remediation – all remediation counts, but extra credit awarded for conceptual 
remediation

• Use of  student production – using students’ thinking in the course of  instruction, with 
more credit for weaving kids’ ideas into the development of  the mathematics



Predicting Instructional Quality 



Predicting Student 
Outcomes



Predicting Student Outcomes

• Backward predictions – accuracy still significant

• Sadler et al.-type analysis 
• Accuracy: impact is stronger for students with higher scores at baseline

• KOSM: Impact is stronger for students with lower scores at baseline



Conclusions 

• Mapped judgment accuracy to practice – using student productions

• Judgment accuracy continues to predict student outcomes
• Even in models with stronger controls for student/classroom characteristics, and 

teacher content knowledge

• Suggests importance of  this construct

• Knowledge of  student misconceptions-more ambiguous
• Some promising evidence, but also little consistency



Coda

Positive results Null / Negative results
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Why?

• Could be same problem as content-based professional development programs: 
translation from knowledge to practice difficult for teachers

• Could be that the source of  data is not instructive to teachers
• Mostly benchmark (quarterly) assessments or state test scores
• My guess: Good teachers know how their students are doing w/o the data!

• Could be that the practices that render teachers like Mercedes proficient are simple 
and old-fashioned

• Grading homework
• Checking in with students to see whether they have mastered material
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